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Anaconda

ANACONDA Hi-TroX Tentacle tent

Art.-No. 7154410
EAN 4039507283094

Details

The new ANACONDA Hi-TroX Tentacle not only stands like a rock thanks to its innovative 8-strut system, it also brings
with it a revolutionary and perfectly thought-out material concept with its innovative outer material ""Hi-TroX"". The Hi-Trox
technology is structured as follows: A total of 4 layers (2 x light reflection, 1 x light blockade, 1 x heat absorption) ensure
that no UV rays reach the inside of the tent and it stays nice and cool even in summer. The stable, thorn-impermeable
heavy-duty groundsheet rounds off the elegant appearance of the tent. Three struts at the front are used to tension the
tent when it is set up and also make the tent roof extremely stable in the entrance area. The compact design and the
mega stable strut system make the Hi-TroX Tentacle extremely weatherproof. Thanks to our innovative ""Tentacle Lock""
quick release, this tent can be set up and taken down extremely quickly. Ideal for saving valuable time. Two beautiful large
windows with mosquito nets in the rear area of the tent ensure optimal air circulation even in summer.
? Weatherproof 8 strut system including permanently installed 3-fold roof stabilizer
? Material: 210D FDY polyester with 4-layer Hi-Trox special outer material (2 x light reflection, 1 x light blockade, 1 x heat
absorption) for maximum UV protection inside the tent, as well as a guaranteed cool indoor climate
? Dimensions of Brolly: 185 x 250 x 135 cm (L x W x H)
? Dimensions of the heavy duty groundsheet: 185 x 245 cm (L x W)Specifications & Features:
? 1x mosquito front window + Velcro transparent window 70 x 50 cm
? 2 rear windows with mosquito net: 70 x 70 cm
? Entrance dimensions: 135 x 110 cm
? removable front (zip fastener)
? set up ultra-quickly thanks to the Tentacle Lock System (quick release)
? high-quality 2-way zippers
? transport dimensions: 140 x 30 cm
? water column: 10,000 mm
? 2 storage nets (approx. 24 x 23 cm )
? 13 Anaconda Metal End Tent Pegs
? Weight: 10.9 kg
? incl. 2 storm poles to stabilize the front
? incl. transport bag Material: 210D FDY polyester with 4-layer Hi -Trox special outer material (2 x light reflection, 1 x light
blocking, 1 x heat absorption) for maximum UV protection inside the tent, as well as a guaranteed cool interior climate
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No liability is assumed for the accuracy, completeness or topicality of the data provided here. If a delivered product deviates from this,
there is a right to return but no right to delivery of the goods with a characteristic specified here.
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